Solution Overview

Pharma Engineering Module
Delivering data-driven insights to accellerate new products to market.

The way we develop our medicines has
dramatically changed; the way we analyze
our data needs to evolve as well.

Challenge:

Key Challenges:
The ability to rapidly analyze and derive

Pharmaceutical companies continue to invest significant resources in the

insight from batch data produced from

development of their pipelines, generating significant data assets in the process.

both on-line and off-line process and

Data assets often go unutilized resulting in wasted resources and time. Learnings

analytical instruments.

are difficult to capture and track long-term.

Solution:

Key Capabilities:
With the combination of the Pharma

Utilize the Pharma Engineering Module, in conjunction with the Seeq workbench, to

Engineering module and the Seeq

effectively access, analyze, and summarize non-continuous, batch-focused data for:

Workbench, scientists have:

• Effective Work Processes: Support workflow execution through analysis
and reporting.
• O
 ptimized Use of Time and Key Resources: Minimize rework or avoid
unnecessary experimentation.
• K
 nowledge Creation and Knowledge Management: Streamline cross-group
access to existing data and share results.
• B
 etter Science and Engineering: Ask the right questions at the right time.

• A centralized, single location to overlay
multiple experiments and/or multiple
conditions from within an experiment.
• Automated file transfer from offline instruments to eliminate cutting
and pasting of various data files into
spreadsheets.
• Easy batch definition with the ability
to search by key metadata about the
experiments.
• Automated templates to create
standard data views and calculations
for quick routine analysis, tied in with
report generation.

Key Solution:

Target Audience:

The Pharma Engineering Module coupled with the Seeq Workbench to

• Business & Scientific Leadership

utilize a more agile framework for asking better questions and finding
actionable insight for product development.

• R&D and Manufacturing Teams

Features:
The Pharma Engineering Module works in conjunction with the Seeq workbench for:
• a
 nalysis of process and analytical data without time-consuming cutting and pasting into spreadsheets.
• r apid overlay of selected batch experiments across multiple equipment scales.
• e
 nabling powerful analytics and visualization outputs.
• c apturing results in a central place, a critical component of knowledge management strategies.

Case Study: Crystallization and Filtration
Situation: Operations in the upstream manufacture of an

Solution: A data analysis framework was applied that

active pharmaceutical ingredient include reaction, quenching,

couples the on-line process data, off-line analytical data, and

crystallization, and filtration. Since key product quality

batch context data to rapidly identify handles for process

attributes that affect downstream processing and product

improvement. Efforts resulted in having tighter control of the

performance -- like purity, the particle size distribution,

anti-solvent addition step and an optimized filtration process

polymorphic form and crystal habit -- are defined by how a

resulting in:

process is run, it is important to be able to correlate these

• Higher Yield and Purity

metrics with process conditions.

• More Consistent Batches
• Optimized Powder Properties
• Reduced Cycle Times
• Lower Cost of Goods

Figure 1: Disparate data sources aligned for easy batch analysis within
the Pharma Engineering Module. Filter by search criteria to select batches
of interest for upstream and/or downstream process analysis.

Figure 3: a) The Challenge: Non-optimal cooling step during the
crystallization process resulting in off-target particle size distributions.
Solution: Rapidly analyze the cooling step, across many experiments
performed over many months.
b) The Challenge: Reduce cycle time of batch filtrations. Solution:
Highlight select periods of time and calculate durations of specific
processing steps of the batch, compare variability across batches, and
correlate to other processing steps.

Figure 2: Applicable for upstream and downstream pharmaceutical unit
operations (e.g., crystallization, filtration, blending, granulation, tableting,
film coating).
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